


THIS IS  
MELVISTA  
ON  
BROADWAY. 

PURITY OF VISION, PURITY OF DESIGN. 
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A NEW NEDLANDS 
ADDRESS THAT’s CLOSE 
TO PERFECTION 
For over a century, Nedlands has been a location sought after for its quiet, leafy 
streets, its elegant architecture and beautiful gardens, its strong sense of identity 
and heritage, and nearness to the river, Kings Park and the Perth CBD.

Nothing has really changed. Nedlands is still beautiful, still perfectly located,  
still highly sought after. But something new and exciting is on its way.



Perfectly located … 
Nedlands isn’t one of Perth’s most in-demand suburbs for nothing.  
Within moments are Matilda Bay’s beautiful foreshore and  
parklands, Kings Park, the city, and some of Perth’s finest shopping  
and education precincts. 
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pure convenience 
For round-the-clock convenience, Melvista on Broadway has a lot going for it.  
For everyday shopping, Taylor Road IGA – the foodies’ dream – is right on the  
doorstep. The nearby Claremont Quarter offers homewares, boutique fashion  
and high street retail, and you can take your pick from any number of local 
drinking and dining options, from your favourite morning coffee spot to vibrant  
student bars, international food offerings, the iconic Steves Hotel and the  
renowned Matilda Bay Restaurant.

The western suburbs are home to some of WA’s finest private and public colleges 
and high schools, and UWA is within easy a  distance. Nedlands is  also 
home to world-class medical and health services, including QE11, Sir Charles 
Gairdner Hospital, Hollywood Private Hospital and Perth Children’s Hospital.



Where style  
meets life 
Wake up to a purer, simpler, more joyful lifestyle, at Melvista on Broadway. Wake up to 
early morning walks along the idyllic Matilda Bay foreshore, with the city skyline as the 
river’s backdrop. Take your daily run through the peaceful bushland avenues of Kings 
Park. Pedal your way around kilometres of riverside cycleways. Play a round at the 
Nedlands Golf Course, or meet your match on the local tennis court. Perhaps a day’s 
sailing, followed by a sunset drink at one of several local yacht clubs. 

Then when the sun goes down, local restaurants and bars beckon, or, less than  
ten minutes away, the bright lights of the city and Northbridge’s dining, entertainment  
and nightlife precinct.
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DISTINCT 
ARCHITECTURE 
Embodying purity, simplicity and ultimate function,  
Melvista on Broadway is a boutique six-level development  
of just 25 two- and three-bedroom luxury apartments, and 
 two exclusive four-bedroom penthouses. It is a beautiful 
building, with a distinct architectural form and strong 
connections to its neighbourhood. Vertical lines, curves  
and soft edges are complemented by a palette of raw,  
textural materials - natural stone, glass, steel, and the  
warmth of bare brick and natural timber.

Intelligent design allow  Melvista on Broadway to live in 
perfect harmony with its surroundings. Landscaping is an 
important element of the design vision for Melvista on 
Broadway, to ensure the building sits harmoniously within 
the landscape, and to provide a lush and  outlook 
for both residents and the community.



Pure heaven 
Melvista on Broadway will impress right from the start, with a 
generous hotel-style lobby, complete with lush landscaping, 
offering the perfect welcoming point for residents and guests.

Six floors up, a spectacular rooftop garden terrace with 
breathtaking views of the Swan River and city skyline provides 
opportunities to host social gatherings with friends, family and 
fellow residents, with a kitchen and bar area, dining areas,  
coffee/breakfast bars, a fire pit and day beds. Or just enjoy  
the views and a moment of quiet tranquillity in a corner nook 
amongst the greenery. 
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PURE DELIGHT 
It’s when the front door shuts and you’re finally home in your own 
private haven that you’ll appreciate the innovation and attention 
to detail that lies beneath the luxurious surfaces and makes your  
apartment so liveable.

With an average of only 4.5 apartments on each level, each residence 
has access to the natural light, air, aspect and spaciousness you’d  
expect in a regular home. Cleverly positioned on each corner of 
the building to maximise the ‘forever’ views of city, river and trees, 
apartments also benefit from enhanced privacy, thanks to minimal  
party walls and direct access to gardens or garden terraces. 
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COLOUR SCHEME 1 KITCHEN

Harmony
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COLOUR SCHEME

The colours and shades of Harmony evoke a sense of calm and a symmetry with nature. 
The restrained tonal palette is complemented by a selection of varying textures that play 
with reflections of light, exuding warmth and creating an inviting, comfortable interior.    
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INDULGENCE
 COLOUR SCHEME

Be inspired with Indulgence! The Indulgence scheme utilises a bold and contrasting 
palette, with a select range of refined and sleek finishes that enhance one another and 
play with reflectivity to create a high-end, ultimately cohesive interior space.     
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melvistaonbroadway.com.au


